
Contact us for any questions or special demands.
These amounts are in Canadian dollars and exclude applicable taxes.
Fees may apply if skinsuits are designed and not ordered - Total payment upon order.

Price list 2023 - 2024

Short Track
QUANTITY PRICE

179 $
159 $

375 $
365 $

425 $

345 $

234 $

3 - 15
16 or more

 179 $
 159 $

3 or more

299 $3 or more

3 - 15
16 or more

3 - 15
16 or more

3 or more

Long Track

PRO Aerodynamic and Rubber
All the advantage of the PRO Aerodynamic with Rubber Windproof for
better aerodynamic effect and maximise the potential of the Skinsuit

CLUB Lycra 
Ultra comfortable, aerodynamic back and compression fabric, with an
offset zipper at the neck

CLUB Combined
Same advantages as the CLUB Lycra Skinsuit with the IMPERIUM™  

PRO Combine Aerodynamic: With the IMPERIUM™ undergarment 
Maximization of new technologies with high performance fabrics:
Mesh aerodynamic and compression fabric

IMPERIUM™ cut protection undergarment only (No Lycra)
Very light and comfortable

CLUB
Ultra comfortable, aerodynamic back and compression fabric

PRO Aerodynamic
Maximization of new technologies with high performance fabrics:
Mesh aerodynamic and compression fabric

Custom fitted + 150 $

475$3 or morePRO Combine Aerodynamic and Rubber: With the IMPERIUM™ undergarment
All the advantage of the PRO Aerodynamic with Rubber Windproof for
better aerodynamic effect and maximise the potential of the Skinsuit

+ 200 $Custom fitted

 *No minimum on any reprints



Liste de prix 2023 - 2024

119 $
119 $
10 $
8 $

Sublimated clothing

17 $
20 $
32 $

Beanie
Cap
Custom designed sandals : Qts. 10-49
Custom designed sandals : Qts. 50 and more

24 $
28 $

50 $
75 $

Custom Fleece warm up jacket
Custom Fleece warm up zipper pants
Buff
Helmet cover

CLUB: T-Shirt with logo
100% Coton
Polyester microfibre
Polo

  135 $
  99 $

   150 $
80 $

22 $
  32 $
35 $
28 $

PRICE

CLUB: Long sleeves with logo
100% Coton
Polyester microfibre

CLUB: Hoodie with embroidery logo
100% Coton
Polyester

CLUB: Jacket
Puffy jacket with embroidery
Sleevesless Puffy jacket with embroidery 
Softshell Sport-Casual with embroidery (-220C) 
Lightweight Windbreaker

Team

Contact us for any questions or special demands.
These amounts are in Canadian dollars and exclude applicable taxes.
Fees may apply if skinsuits are designed and not ordered - Total payment upon order.


